Student Experimental Farm Project and Activities
Proposal Form
This document serves as a proposal for those who wish to do activities at the student experimental farm, and
seeks to clarify proposed activity details. Before implementation can take place, projects must be approved
first by identified SEF Faculty Facilitator (presently Dr. Pete Schwartz), and may be vetted by Cal Poly
Environmental Health and Safety.

SEF Mission Statement
We envision an interdisciplinary learning community dedicated to teaching, learning, practicing
sustainability.

Project Title: Seismometer site for the Cal Poly Seismic Network
Person Proposing Project:
Name: John Jasbinsek (Physics Department)
Email: jjasbins@calpoly.edu
Telephone number (cell phone) to reach in case of concern/emergency: 805.295.9425

Statement of Project Please provide a brief description of the project or activity
The Cal Poly Seismic Network (CPSN) is a recognized Instructional Related Activity
(https://academicprograms.calpoly.edu/content/IRA/index) on campus. The purpose of the IRA/CPSN is to expose
students to installing, maintaining, and analyzing seismic data from a small network of seismometers. Data will also
be archived on campus, as well as the central seismic data repository at Incorporated Research Institutions for
Seismology (IRIS, www.iris.edu).
The goal of a seismometer site on the Cal Poly campus is to provide a “reference site” for the network that is easily
accessible for short training sessions to new students participating. The remaining sites are in Cambria, Santa
Margarita, and Edna Valley.
The installation of a site is low impact (see pictures below). An approximately one-meter deep hole is dug by hand
for the seismometer. The hole narrows to “post-hole” size for the seismometer. A PVC tube that remains below,
but near, ground level houses the seismometer itself. Sand is used inside the pcv-tube, and around the outside to
provide stabilization of the instrument. The hole is filled in with the original dirt. One cable comes out from the
hole into a box on the surface (e.g. an ActionPacker) which houses the data logger and battery. The battery is kept
charged by a solar panel which is on a wooden frame, with a small GPS receiver attached (accurate timing is
needed for seismic data). Finally, a grounding copper rod is pounded into the ground. Four stakes in the gournd
attached to wire cables stabilize the solar panel stand.
Other details:

-
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•

No concrete is poured.

•

The site is easily removable. The seismometers are actually called “post-hole” seismometers, meaning
they can go directly into the ground and do not need an encased “vault.”

•

Nothing is left behind at the site when removed (some sand is of course now mixed in with the dirt of
course).

The site would be used for a long period of time (years) assuming the space remains available.

-
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Project Type
[ ] Senior Project [ ] Class Project [ x ] Independent Project [ ] Event [ ] Other (specify) ___________________
List name of advisors with contact information: John Jasbinsek, Physics Dept., jjasbins@calpoly.edu , Office
phone on campus 805.756.2013, personal cell phone 805.295.9425

List Participants with Cal Poly affiliation (i.e., student, staff, none): Over time different students will move
through the IRA/CPSN activity. Presently (2018-01-27) these students are: Kyle Lemmerman (physics major),
Sophia Ford (physics major), Mac Reinhart and Owen Cancroft (Environmental Earth and Soil Sciences /
Geology majors).

-
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Project Location
Circle the location of the activity or project in the map below.

Please specify location details: The circled location on the image is a potential location. It appears suitable
because it would be out of the way of most other activities (it seems). Other locations could probably work
too if needed.

Deliverables
What is the project or activity meant to achieve, create, or deliver? The Cal Poly Seismic Network (CPSN) is a
recognized Instructional Related Activity (https://academicprograms.calpoly.edu/content/IRA/index) on campus.
-
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The purpose of the IRA/CPSN is to expose students to installing, maintaining, and analyzing seismic data from a
small network of seismometers. Data will also be archived on campus, as well as the central seismic data
repository at Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS, www.iris.edu).

Project Details and Logistics
Please list all possible activities that will take place and refer to the Cal Poly Risk Management website and
the guidelines listed in the Program Development Document to determine whether training, precautions, or
supervision is required for any activities listed. Periodic visits to the site will occur for general maintenance
checks, downloading of data, and training of new students as they come on board of this IRA activity. The
number of visits will be highly variable. Some weeks it may be two visits, other times 1-2 visits per month.
Typical site times would be ~ 1 hour. However during initial deployment, I anticipate needing either one full
workday on a weekend, or two 3-hour periods if done during the week.

-
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Potential Hazards
Describe anything you can foresee that might threaten safety or property and what might be done to mitigate
risk. The installation only contains one sealed rechargeable battery (via solar panel) in the vented Action
Packer box. The site is as safe as a trickle-charged battery on a solar panel is.

Timing and Permanence
Over what period of time will the project or activity take place?
Start time Winter quarter 2018
End time I anticipate a multi-year deployment if it remains feasible to the rest of the SEF.
Can project be easily disassembled? If so, how and when will it be disassembled? What condition will the
project be left in when project is finished? Yes. Disassembling the site involves (1) digging the seismometer
out of the hole and removing the pvc-tube, (2) filling the hole back in with its own dirt and tamping it down,
(3) removing the solar panel stand stabilizing stakes. The disassembled site would look like the 3rd picture
provided above, but without the flagging, box, and solar panel stand.

Funding
How is this project going to be funded? How is the work and cost of the project going to be supported? Please
list funding sources and chances of success from each source. This project is funded by Cal Poly’s IRA
-
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program (Instructional Related Activities). This funding purchased the equipment, and will send students to
conferences (e.g. Geological Society of America annual conference) to show off their work (network
management and data analysis).

Strategic Context
How does the project relate to SEF’s and Cal Poly’s missions? SEF: “We envision an interdisciplinary learning
community dedicated to teaching, learning, practicing sustainability.” Students from COSAM and College of
Agriculture are presently working on this project. The project combines teaching and learning via faculty
supervision, and previous student participants training new student participants. While the aims are not
explicitly based on sustainability as commonly understood, we are studying the earth’s natural tectonic
processes as revealed by seismic data analysis. In addition, the types of seismometers purchased for this
project are low-impact (as described above) because they use newer technologies that do not require
installation of a special vault in the ground. Cal Poly’s mission of Learn By Doing is well captured by this
project.

Contract
By signing below, I John Jasbinsek hereby request consideration, acceptance, and approval of the above
project/activity proposal. I am committed to complete the project/activity as outlined in the Guidelines for
Projects and Activities of the SEF Development Document. I understand that if activity is not completed by
end time as specified in this document I will need to resubmit this proposal. It is further understood that a
revised activity project proposal may be necessary before approval.
__________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________
Signature
Date
-
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Restoring commitment
By signing below, I John Jasbinsek, accept responsibility to either terminate the proposed project and
restore the area to an acceptable state or pass the project and this restoring commitment onto someone
committed to take over the project.
__________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________
Signature
Date
Cosigner commitment (project or club advisor), if project has significant impact
By signing below, I John Jasbinsek, accept responsibility to carry out the project and either terminate the
proposed project and restore the area to an acceptable state or pass the project and this project commitment
onto someone committed to take over the project.
__________________________________________________________________________________________ ___________________________
Signature of Faculty advisor
Date
This project is approved for implementation upon approval, By identified SEF Faculty Advisors Pete Schwartz
(Physics) and Greg Schwartz (BRAE) and then Cal Poly Risk Management if the advisors deem necessary to
consult Risk Management.
By signing below, I hereby approve this project for implementation.
_____________________________________
Dr. Pete Schwartz, SEF Faulty coadvisor
_____________________________________
Dr. Greg Schwartz, SEF Faculty coadvisor
_____________________________________
Cal Poly Risk Management Representative (if deemed necessary)

-
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